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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper describes the combination of Shamir secret sharing method with the trap door 

characteristics of discrete logarithm mod a large prime number as employed in the Diffie-Hellman 

exchange scheme. The purpose of this combination is to protect the privacy of the numbers held by the 

parties of the shared secret, while at the same time authorizing them to broadcast data in the clear 

which when published by adequate of the parties enables authorization of the transaction for instance 

t  out of n  signers for the cheque. 
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1. Introduction 
Secret sharing schemes permit a set of parties 

to share a piece of private data in such a way 

that just authorized subgroup of the parties can 

find out the secret. However, the unauthorized 

subgroup is not capable to recover the secret. 

The group of all authorized subset is named the 

access structure. Secret sharing methods have 

numerous practical uses. For example, they can 

be employed to control the access to a 

protected, so only an authorized subgroup of 

bank workers can open it by grouping their 

shares together and rebuilding the secret 

combination which unlocks the protected. 

 

The predominantly attractive type of secret 

sharing methods comprises threshold schemes 

with a set of n  parties. Their access structure 
contains all subgroup of t  or more parties. 
These schemes are named t out of n  threshold 

methods or just ),( nt  methods. Threshold 

schemes are originally invented by Shamir [1]. 

The important key regarding the understanding 

of a secret sharing scheme for a random access 

structure was considered by many researchers 

[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], they 

recommended various solutions for building 

such systems. 

 

Shamir secret sharing method [1] suggests a 

method of distributing a secret number 

between numerous parties. Simply after some 

minimum number of parties cooperates can the 
secret number be rebuild. The Diffie-Hellman 

public key distribution method presents a 

technique for two parties to agree on a secret 

number among them [14], while all their 

exchanges are transmitted over a public way. 

In this paper we discuss the combination of 

Shamir secret sharing scheme with the trap 

door characteristics of discrete logarithm of a 

large prime number as employed in the Diffie-

Hellman secret number exchange scheme. The 

object of this combination is to preserve the 

secrecy of the numbers held by the members of 

the shared secret, whilst at the same time 

permitting them to send information in the 

clear which, when issued by sufficient of the 

individuals enables authorization of transaction 

[15, 16, 17] for example t out of n  signers for 
a cheque. 

 

The concept of the suggested method is 

considered in section 2, the descriptions of the 

scheme and an example of the applications is 

analyzed in section 3. Section 4 presents a 

number of comments and notes concerning the 

scheme proposed. 

 

 

2. The Proposed Scheme 
The polynomial of degree n  in one parameter 

is entirely distinct when 1+n  a point in 

which it ranges specified. This is factual if the 

coefficients related to some fields and in 

specific to the )(pGF  of integer mod a prime 

number p . If these points are ),,( ii zx  for 

,1,...,1 += ni  the number of z  according to 
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the number of x  is specified by the Lagrange 
interpolation theorem: 
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In this suggested method the ordinates x  are 

public key and since iw  base only on them, 

these are also public. It must be noticed that 

iw  is resulting by numerical operations, p  

and x  are also members of the field )(pGF , 

i.e. are both integers. The divisions needed in 

their derivation are achieved by employing the 

Euclidean method [18]. The ordinates z  on 
the other hand, are remained secret by the 

parties and by no means straight sent by them. 

Instead they are employed as key exponents to 

raise certain public base value h  to various 
powers to give a new set of values s . This 
exponentiation is performed by mod operation 

with another prime number q , the base value 

h  and the out comings ss'  are consequently 

members of the field )(qGF .  

 

So qhs iz

i mod=                                 (3) 

 

The exponentiations possibly accomplished 

efficiently employing the repeated square and 

multiply algorithm [19], which is commonly 

employed in public key encryption, and 

illustrated for instance by Rivest Shamir and 

Adleman [20]. While in the Diffie-Hellman 

public key distributed algorithm given q  is a 

well selected prime knowledge of qh,  and 

the ss' does not disclose the related sz'  

because logarithm mod a well selected prime is 

a computationally difficult to solve. The prime 

numbers p  and q  are selected so that both 

are connected to each other by the following 

formula: 

 

pgq *= + 1                (4) 

 

When p  is selected as a prime number, g  is 

handily chosen from the sorting order of even 

numbers ,...6,4,2 is the least positive integer 

which produces q  prime. This relationship has 

two aims:  

1.  To ensure that 1−q  have a large prime 

factor which is an essential condition for 

guarantee that logarithm mod q  is 

computationally difficult to solve. The 

well known method is shanks method [4] 

which requires )( qo  operations to 

achieve the logarithm.  

 

2.  To offer a technique of efficiently 

achieving the operations among the 

exponents needed by formula (1) via 

performing on the matching s  numbers. 
Additions among z  values are substituted 
by multiplications among s  values. 
Multiplications of z  values by known key 

multipliers iw  are substituted by raising 

the s  values to the power of these public 
multipliers. To achieve this properly, it is 

essential to limit the range of base integer 

h  as follows: 
 

,modqah g
=  for  12 −≤≤ qa  and  

1≠h                  (5) 

By Fermat’s Theorem: 

qa q mod11
≡

− for any  qva mod≠  (6) 

Hence   
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The exponents of h  act as integer mod p  It 

perhaps noted that this constraint still allows 

selection of 1−p is another possibility 

working numbers for h . If h  is raised 
correspondingly to the power of every part of 

formula (1) the following relationship is 

computed. 
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Formula (10) is a relationship among 2+n  

different ss'  every of which is resulting from 

one of the 2+n  matching sz'  which 
demonstrate the relationship given in formula 

(1) Every participant provided with a sum of 

2+n  numbers of s can test if formula (10) is 
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achieved. When it is achieved, then the 2+n  

numbers of s and therefore their providers are 
real. 

 

 

3. Authorization of the transaction 
Assume that a minimum number of t  signers 
out of a total of n  signers are needed to 
authorize a cheque. Then a polynomial of 

degree 1*2 −t  is secretly created. Let the 

bank is concerned with one point while every 

signer is concerned with two points on this 

polynomial. Next employing the same base 

value t  authorizers must both provide the bank 
with two s  integer numbers. The bank can 
create one s  integer number itself providing a 

sum of 1*2 +t . These are enough for the 

bank to test achievement with formula (10). As 

soon as t*2 +1 is perceived, s  numbers are 
accepted, and any additional s  values can be 
computed from them, so that the same base 

number should not be employed for a different 

operation. To avoid this it is recommended that 

the base value must include in certain methods 

a date and time stamp.  

 

 

Example 
This example demonstrates the idea of the 

scheme is suggested, creation of small prime 

numbers to show the standard of operation. In 

reality a number of 150 or more decimal digits 

should be employed. Assume that a minimum 

of 2  signers from the total of 5 are wanted to 
sign a cheque. Select 29=p prime and then 

compute 591* =+= pgq  also is prime, 

with .2=g  suppose a program is employed to 

choose a private polynomial of degree 3 with 

coefficient in )29(GF . Assume it chooses:  

 

29mod3*9*8*5 23
+++= xxxz (11) 

 

Next chooses 11 ordinates x  two for every of 
the five authorizing parties and one for the 

bank. It computes secretly from formula (11) 

the matching ordinates using the multiplicative 

inverse [21, 22] which is as follows: 

 

Participant  x   z  
P1a                7              27 

P1b   3  5 

P2a   4              23 

P2b   5   3 

P3a   8              15 

P3b   2   6 

P4a   12              14 

P4b   9              27 

P5a   16              26 

P5b   6  4 

Bank   17  5 

 

The program provides every participant with 

information of each one’s x  values and every 
participant independently with his private z  
values. It then removes its memory to erase the 

polynomial coefficients it has selected. 

Assume that participant 2 and 5 agree to 

authorize an operation. They determine with 

the bank a value 13=a , connected with the 

operation, and from it compute the base value 

as follows: 

 

51

59mod13

mod

2

=

=

= qah g

              (12) 

 

Every one send to the bank two values ),( sx , 

such that 59mod51zs =  and z  is a private 
ordinate according to the ordinate x . The bank 
also computes it’s s  as follows: 
 

Participant suffix x  z  s   
P2a     1  4 23          17 

P2b     2  5 3            19 

P5a     3 16 26          28 

P5b     4   6 4            25 

Bank                 17          5            36 

 

Employing the received ordinate data the bank 

computes by the formula (12) the iw  numbers 

according to its ordinate. 
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The bank then computes from formula (10) the 

number of it’s s  as provided by the four 

accepted ss'  to obtain: 
 

59mod25*28*19*17 2710139
=s  

     = 25*57*22*27mod 59 

      = 36 
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Since this agrees with its own inside created 

m number, the bank considers the transaction 
as authorized. As soon as this specific base 
number is employed, its future use is no longer 
private. The z  values though keep their 
privacy and perhaps used again with another 

base value. 
 

 

4. Discussion 
In this method we assumed that the private 

z values are physically saved in the 

participants stations. This provides the scheme 

in danger with secured stations, therefore it 

perhaps convenient to have certain mnemonic 

system to allow participants to remember their 

private keys.  

 

It is probable for one participant to masquerade 

as another. So it is essential that all authorizing 

stations trust one another, if not one 

authorizing station may acquire a benefit by 

creating it seems that a new authorized a 

transaction rather than itself. Alternatives of 

the Shamir secret sharing method are studied 

by Denning [23, 24, 25], which have their 

similarities in the scheme examined. These 

give better authority to certain participants than 

others. It is potential to change the scheme to 

employ polynomials in many variables. This 

can give benefits of overview in practical 

completion and of expanding the possible uses 

of the system. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
This paper described the Shamir secret sharing 

scheme with the trap door characteristics of 

discrete logarithm mod an appropriate large 

prime as employed in the Diffie-Hellman 

secret exchange scheme. This combination 

permits participant’s elements of a shared 

secret number are transmitted over a public 

means in a concealed type, so that the privacy 

of the elements and full of the shared number 

are protected. This denotes that the same 

private number can be employed repeatedly, 

on upcoming events. This scheme can be 

employed in many circumstances needing the 

operation of t participants fromn . The case is 
given viewing that the scheme can be 

employed to authorize a transaction for 

instance signing a cheque. 
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